12 SELF-SCAN INVENTORY MUST HAVES
When considering a new inventory solution, many retailers believe they simply can’t have it all.
Our self-scan approach provides the flexibility and ease-of-use you desire without sacrificing
accuracy or control.

To ensure your inventory solution truly measures up,
here are the 12 must-haves you don’t want to overlook:

CONTROL AND EMPOWERMENT
No one knows more about your store than your own staff. Regain control over your
inventory process, improve data integrity and minimize post-count store recovery time.

SIMPLICITY AND USABILITY
Datascan is simple and easy to deploy at all levels. We place equal importance on
providing intuitive software and optimal hardware capabilities.

MINIMAL TRAINING
Our fit-for-purpose, intuitive solution minimizes training requirements
for your staff and simplifies the implementation process.

EFFICIENCY AND PLANNING
Our self-scan solution ensures a successful count by decreasing
store recovery and reconciliation time.

SCHEDULE FLEXIBILITY
Many factors can impact the best time to count. Our approach allows you
flexibility around setting up and executing your counts.

REAL-TIME VISIBILITY
Reviewing immediate analytics through our configurable SaaS portal helps you
identify inaccuracies and problems early in the process.

DETAILED VARIANCE AND EXCEPTION ALERTS
With a variety of detailed alerts and reports available, you can minimize
errors and maximize efficiency with in-the-moment issue reconciliation.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Inventory counting can traditionally be disruptive and expensive. Datascan’s customer
success team works alongside you to ensure a seamless process from start to finish.

24/7 WORLDWIDE CUSTOMER SERVICE
No matter where your stores are located across the globe, Datascan offers access
to trained and experienced assistance at any moment during your count.

TAILORED CONFIGURATION
Inventory counting doesn’t have to be complicated. Our easy-to-use solution is
personalized to meet your expectations without any burden on your technical team.

METHODOLOGY THAT WORKS
Comprehensive, step-by-step checklists increase accuracy before,
during and after the counting process.

UNMATCHED EXPERTISE
Retail is different than any other industry, requiring a specific knowledge base to plan and
execute inventory counting. Datascan’s years of experience prepare us to plan
and support your count process from beginning to end.
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